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Abstract：Some of recent works are presented on 

at China Institute of Atomic Energy(CIAE)and 

radiation induced DNA damage being carried out 

related bio—chemi—physical problems．Emphasis is 

placed on track stxucture and
．

its relation to the cell end—point，and a simple model proposed to 
．  

- 

． 

study the dynamic al behavior of P53一Mdm2 interaction which plays pivotal role in cellular response 

to DNA damage． 
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1 Intr0dUcti0n 

Ionizing radiation to a biological system initi— 

ates a highly complex series of physical，chemical， 

and biological changes that may culminate in cell 

death，organ dysfunction，or cancer． DNA is as— 

sumed to be the most important and key target for 

the irradiation as it carries message of life． The 

double strand breaks(DSBs)of DNA are consid— 

ered to be the most important initial damage re—— 

sponsible for subsequent biological effects． Based 

on the experimental conditions of HI一13 Tandem 

Accelerator at CIAE， DSBs of purified DNA in 

aqueous solution irradiated with heavy ion beams 

are studied and the DNA fragments are investiga— 

ted by using atomic force microscopy (AFM )l 1． 

Inspired by the experimental works，a theoretical 

program accordingly with the goal is carried to un— 

derstand how the particle transportes in and inter— 

actes with the biological system and the bi0logical 

system responses step by step． Track structure 

model is based on the event by event M onte‘Carlo 

method to simulate the transport of charged parti 

cle in medium and 

the energy deposit 

give the spatial 

in the scale of 

distrIbution of 

nanometer and 

evolution with time in the scale of picosecond．The 

M ()CA一15 code is extended appropriating for low 

energy electron and the interaction due to the sec— 

ondary low energy electron (cutoff energy is 1 eV 

instead of 1 0 eV in the original code)is considered． 

A way is being tried to find a bridge between the 

nascent track structure at physical stage and the bi— 

ological end point of the cell in various phenomeno— 

logical ways．DNA damages can perturb the cellu— 

lar steady——state quasi—equilibrium and activate or 

amplify certain biochemical pathways． Fhe P53 
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tumor—suppressor protein plays a pivotal role in 

cellular response to DNA damage，for which a sire— 

pie model is，proposed to describe the P53一Mdm2 

interaction loop to compare with recent experi— 

m en ~s· ～ 
： 一 、 

2 Track Structure 

The effects of high—energy radiation can be 

perceived as the result of a sequen：ce of events that 

follow the interaction of the initial particle with 

media．Primary energy transfer events occur within 

10 s after radiation passes through a cel1．Depo— 

sition of energy is a stochastic quantum mechanical 

process，and its spatial distribution is called track 

structure． 

The most important theoretical model for the 

study of radiation damage is track structure mode1． 

So far．track structOre model is still—at the develop— 

ment stage，within this model media is still treated 

as water vapor，and the cutoff energy of secondary 

electron is 10 eV． However，the secondary elec— 

trons with energies between 1 and 20 eV are the 

most abundant(～ 5．0× 10 per M eV)，and carry 

most of the energy of the fast initial particle． In 

present track structure model the interactions due 

to abundant low energy secondary electrons are 

neglected． Such electrons， even at energies well 

below ionization thresholds。can induce substantial 

yields of single— and double—strand breaks in 

DNA㈨
．  

We have extended M()CA一1 5 code developed 

by Paratzke【， to include the low energy electron， 

and have considered the interaction of low energy 

electron (cutoff energy is 1 eV)． Using the code 

we have simulated the track structure of low ener- 

gY electrons in water with Monte Carlo method， 

taking into account inelastic processes such as ioni— 

zation，excitation，attachment and auto—ionization 

caused by super—excitation as well as the yield and 

distribution of some free radicals．By contrasting 

the characteristics of track structures with 1 and 30 

eV as cutoff energy，we have analyzed the role of 

low energy electrons in track structures． Fig．-1 

gives the interaction point of 1 keV electron track 

in water vapor in two dimensions projection．The 

electrons of energy above 30 eV make up the shape 

of track str1)cture with a definite length and v~idth． 

The electrons of energy bellow 30 eV provide much 

more dense interaction points and disperse deposi— 

ted energy[ 
．  
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Fig．1 The interaction point of 1 keY electron track in water 

vapor in two dimensions． 

3 

口 Primary electron，● Second electron above 30 eV。▲ Sec一 

0nd elecIron be ll0w 30 eV． 

From Track Structure to Biological 

Efleets 

It is an extremely complex process for radia— 

tion to ind uce observable biological endpoints． 

Two main stages can be distinguished for theoreti— 

cal modeling molecular damage stage and bio— 

logical end—point stage． 

M otivated by the assumption of interaction of 

sub—lesions (clusters) in close spatial prox‘imi‘ty， 

on the basis of track structure we have proposed a 

concept of ionization clustering cluster to model the 

mechanism of lethal damages production．W ith the 

help of this concept we are trying to model the pro— 

duction death of Chinese hamster V79 cell at G1／S 

phase and late—S phase induced by the radiation of 

proton and alpha particle．The theoretical results 

are in good agreement with the experimental data 

of the survival curves~ ． Fig．2 is the calculated 

置 = 、N 
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辐射致 DNA损伤及相关生物一化学一物理问题 
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摘 要：介绍了在DNA辐射损伤以及相关生物、物理、化学问题的一些研究工作。重点是径迹结 

构、DNA双链断裂和细胞学终点的关系。P53一Mdm2负反馈回路在 DNA损伤的细胞响应方面起 
●  

重要作用，用一个简单的模型研究了P53一Mdm2负反馈回路相互作用的动力学行为。 
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